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introduction
I feel that art is a visual experience, and as
such, speaks for itself more honestly and directly than
can lo

Because of my belief in this premise, I find it

impossible to verbalize on my work*
What I can do, and have attempted to do in this
paper, is to present an insight into me, my mind, and its
involvement with my work, and some of the questions that
present themselves to an artist.
The form that I chose for the above purpose was
a taped interview between myself and a member of the
University art faculty6

In transcribing the interview, I

stayed as close to the tape as possible.

This was done

.for the purpose of reflecting my personality.

G E M I O S AS M

SXPEBSSITE MEDIUM

"In terms of eentimmity, you11re right now work
ing with one that has erotic content* The series deals
basically with your head, either combined or single images,
and one that is more visceral o’*
"Well, to me there8s some question* For instance,
let8s say-1 put this up, this show, and somebody who didn’t
know me was to look at this; would there be a continuity,
would they be able to - would they know that these things
were done by one person? I kind of think they would, but
I don’t know why* Because we have the fairly straight pot
back there with the sea anemones on it, and the head pot,
and these two very organic rather gross things, and a kind
of almost alien looking piece- - I ’m wondering if we could
come up with what makes them look like they were all done
by the same person, or is it an intangible thing?"
"lo* I think that just from a formal breakdown,
in almost -every case, there is some strong, say, conti
nuity of, in this case all these pot shapes, and in the
anemones or some of the visceral pieces a breaking up of
this original very formal pot form*"
"What - this is fine, I don’t even know what to
title these things* They’re sculptural in that they’re
nonfunctional let’s say, but they remain pot-like, and
that kind of bothers me in a way when I think about it*
1 don’t, well, I guess it’s no good trying to put good
and bad labels on things* I guess this is just what comes
out* The fact that what keeps coming out is so closely
related to pots in a way bothers me* I feel maybe uncon
sciously it’s inhibiting me*"
"The pot forms?"
"Yes*"
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"That ‘brings up a good question, why you’re put
ting, these on pot forms to begin with? I know that in
some of your other pieces, that aren’t -on this table, you
have completely left the pot form in your shadow box and
even more so in the large head which at this time is in
complete » In.both of these instances, the pot form has
gone and these are also the last two you’ve done0"
”1 really feel kind of a - I feel I ’m at a chang
ing point.- several things have started to happen to me,
more specifically a woman0 I was thinking about these
pieces the other night, because they kind of bothered her.
She’s rather disturbed by some of them, and it got me to
thinking some - possibly for the first time really serious
ly, I think that I ’m right in saying that these pots are
a direct result of two pretty rotten years, two hard years,
two rather depressing years, being in an alien environment,
both sort of culturally and just physically - the desert
as opposed to the ocean - and having some rather unpleas
ant relationships, poor love life. I ’m sure this enters
into some of these rather grotesque things, I think may
be - I really feel like I couldn’t do these now, I think
possibly there are some sexual overtones to some of these
pieces, frustration, all kinds of things like these, I
think that these are the last pots, at least for the pres
ent time anyway, that will be done in this manner - and,
of course, I ’ve pretty much ceased to work right now to
get the show ready, so I don’t know what’s going to start
manifesting itself now. But I know that my feelings and
my mental shape have a lot to do with it, I mean like I
was really beginning to feel like a crasty old bastard,
and I think that probably these are very - these pots are
probably more disturbing to me now because I think I ’m
out of the environment that built them, and I think it’s
probably the first time that this has shown up in my work
so strongly - HilOH I S H I M IS 60033, I think this busi
ness about an artist saying something - although at the
time I wasn’t consciously trying to say things, they per
meated my work, AH3D THAT MAKES ME FEEL GOOD,”
"I noticed that of all of these pots up here the
bowl shape seems to be the most disturbing form of the
group. It’s a bowl and the bowl itself, in a sense, has
been destroyed. Some of the other forms seem to be for
mal statements, playing this organic visceral quality
against a relatively formal, and in several eases, a very
traditional pot form.
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"I think I cam pin that one dowi somewhat0 That
one came after the other one over on the table, the red
one with the anemone in it and the spout forms, and when
I did that piece I didn't think too much about ito It
didn't disturb me or anything, and it seemed normal in a
way, and then George came down here and got all kind of
bothered and excited about it because here was this bowl
that wasn’t a bowl anymore0 But from the outside it look
ed like a bowl that you could put things in, that you
could use, had a function, and he got all excited about
this thing of destroying this - and that kind of infected
me, because it had such a strong effect on somebody, and
I was interested in having a strong effect on peopleo
And this came right out of that o'1
"The bowl shape - it's funny the different things
that go into a piece - I was hung up on the cube pretty
much, but because of the problems involved in building,
the time, slabs, ete0 I turned to the big hemisphere just
because of the ease of throwing, ete0» And after a while
I started to see in bowls, or spheres, or hemispheres in
stead of squares or cubes0 But, initially, it was because
it was easier - which I suppose some people would get up
tight abouto But that has - I think with clay that hap
pens a lot,. You get on tracks because initially they're
easier to execute 011
"You find you have more freedom to work, more
willingness to work or destroy whatever the case?"
"lighto To spend the whole night building a
big box that weighs two tons, and then while it-dries
having it split apart is rather, very disturbing, and
that's why I built that box over there out of wood.
But I can’t finish it, I won’t finish it, I guess I'll
just bust it up. It's been too long. Those heads I
did a couple of months ago, and then the idea was really,
really turned me on. But I got them fired, and I built
the box, and it's just lost - it's lost,"
"You did a series of•---these heads, went all the
way from a very straight death mask to cutting the face
in sections, and I ’m wondering how important it was that
these masks or these heads, the faces that you're work
ing with, how important it was that they were your own,
an image of yourself?"

"I really, I really don't know. I think in the
beginning it was very important, and maybe it still is,
but the importance has changed. What aspect of being
from my own head has changed, because in the beginning
I was very hesitant to chop them up. Shat was Grossman's
suggestion, and so I thought, okay, I'll try it out and
see what happens. I got involved with it, and from that
piece through to now I've torn them up and done all kinds
of weird things with them in a progression until I've got
them practically back to a skull. But exactly what men
tal change has gone on in my feelings about - as a mat
ter of fact most of the time I'm kind of unaware that it'
even my own head, now it's just - "
"Just a point of departure?"
"Pretty much, yes. I don't really relate to it
as being my own head. I do feel still, on that one
though, because it's so, even though they're cut up and
shifted around they still look like me."
"Do you like this idea of this mold, this sort
of sustaining image which you're able to repeat easily,
continue following through a number of pieces, do you
find this enjoyable?"
"Yes, because it gives me a freedom. I can do
probably a dozen of those in an hour, and therefore
there's nothing precious about them, and it gives me
that kind of freedom. On the other hand, like anything
else, I do so many and then I'm bored with the idea, and
like there were gaps between some of these head pieces
that I did. But I find this as an exciting enough thing
that I probably could keep going back to it for quite a
while, but it has to be something different with it each
time. Like the one in the kiln, there was a specific
influence there. I hadn't been working with the head
for a while and then I saw Lazansky's drawings, and just
so I had it and I made it."
"Getting back to the pot form, which you're
maintaining throughout, maybe you find this is an easy
way of presenting these less formal statements, these
visceral statements, to play them against simple form,
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something that's very rigid and relatively straight
forward, that possibly your organic forms gain more
impactf
"Well,'here again I think there's, there are a
couple of•things that enter into this pretty strongly,
one is as you know. I'm really involved with conflict,
contradition, opposites, and the other is again mechan
ically, either because of this specific clay, or maybe
just clay's nature, or my - I just can't work with it
well enough like somebody like Voulkos® Shis is a these pot type forms, vertical forms that are pretty much
contained are more sure of staying together - because
when I do something, especially right away when I do it,
I fall in love with most of these things when I'm work
ing on them, and I feel very precious about them* And
the idea of, for one reason or another, not having the
control, and the idea of building some elaborate ^hing
and spending two weeks on it, and putting it in the kiln
and having the damn thing fall apart - I just can't go
that route right now* This is kind of inhibiting you
know."
"This danger is always present. Do you feel that
some time you might move into some other material, or do
you still feel that the clay is necessary?"
"Well, I don.lt know» I will, I'm sure, I will
work with other materials increasingly. I think though
that I will always work with clay, it's just a very ex
citing material, .but it does have its limitations, and
this is why I went to fiberglass for that head. There
was a size and weight limitation, and I think that I
probably will work quite a bit with fiberglass especially,
because I get excited about things like what happens on
the top of that pot, but to do that in scale, big scale,
is almost next to impossible, because, well there's a
time element involved. I ’m sure if I sat down and figur
ed it out, and threw a lot of forms, and built a lot of
slabs, 1 might be able to come up with something close to
that, but the time involved. I would never get through
it, because my interest would go. I would lose it before
I got there. I'm in some kind of a hurry about doing
these things.
"But I am excited about fiberglass in that, well,
it has its drawbacks as you know, but it's basically
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easy to work with* It sets pretty fast under the right
conditions, it's light, and it's something you don't need
a hundred and fifty dollar torch for, or a foundry, nor
anything like this* Actually, the financial outlay in
that material is pretty small* There's no problem with
firing it up and that kind of thing«
That's always brought to my attention by people
saying, oh, you're a potter; well, I don't know, I prob
ably will always work to some extent with clay, but I
don’t really think of myself as a potter= But then I do,
because when I look at this work it's still so related
to pots. When I work in .clay my work comes out related
to pots. Maybe that will change too, I don't know."
"lost of these pots retain the form although not
the function necessarily, or maybe the function is already
completed as in the case of the bowl. Bo you feel that
you, in feeling like a potter, need to maintain function
or the look of function?"
"Actually, I feel quite the opposite. I feel very
strongly about this function business, because, well a
lot of it has just been because of people and because of
people's reactions to things. If it's got an opening in
it they want to Shove something into it, and so I usually
stay as far away from that as possible. When I do a piece
I'm very conscious, almost, of making it nonfunctional.
But these two pieces over here just, they just called for
this type of finish - it was just.right - like they couldn't
be finished any other way, and especially the vase form,
because it is so strongly functional looking. I really
thought a lot about it, and it really bothered me, and
somehow, this may be very wrong, but somehow it makes it
something a little less to me, because it is so strongly
functional. But I just couldn't conceive of any other way
of finishing it."
"Well, generally, how do you feel about say the
function of the potter today? Is he still doing func
tional pots, or is this not his job any more?"
"Well, I'm pretty much of the opinion that the
potter doesn't have any specific job any more. I think
that when things had to be made to be cooked in, eaten
out of, etc., then this is the tradition of pottery. It
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was 'born out of necessity pretty mucho Then he had a
job and let’s say a useful function in society like an
auto mechanic, but now when you have our great plastics
and this type of thing, machined utensils, the potter
could never hope to compete with this, I mean, it's
amazing the vast number of people in this country who
eouldn t, wouldn’t conceivably buy a ceramic plate, be
cause the plastic ones, bounce when you drop them, they
don’t breako And this pottery as a truly functional
piece, and I ’m not talking about candy dishes and ash
trays arid what not, but as cooking ware and plates, etc*,
is almost nonexistent. [People don't even think of it,
very few, the people with good taste maybe. But it’s
strange, it has become, well like when it was still a
craft and still had a very strong function, pottery was
probably the most, inexpensive utensil, or could be.
Of course the Chinese had their royal ware and
their peasant ware, but things like metal, this was more
expensive, pottery was the cheapest. It still is, like
in Mexico for instance, the cheapest thing you could buy
to cook in and eat off of. low, except on a factory
scale like Syracuse dinnerware, you can’t hope to com
pete on price level. A potter, an individual potter can’t
compete. I mean, he’s going to do a set of ten plates,
twelve plates for a hundred dollars, and you just can’t
compete with twenty-five cent plastic plates. But I
think that maybe there will be a revival with this high
middle class which has the money.to invest in crafts, hand
made furniture, things of that sort.. I think there is
still room, and there’s probably more room now for a good
potter then let’s say, my pot history isn’t very good,
but let’s say within the last twenty years there’s been
an upswing in all the crafts. But I don’t feel the urge
to supply that particular need, I really don’t. I don’t
feel any specific drive. When I feel like throwing: pots
on the wheel, nice little bowls and bottles and mugs,
etc. I do, and this satisfies part of me, and Hell, I
really don’t know what I ’m going to become or end up "at I may even dry up, I guess $hlrigs oould just stop coming
out. of me. I do feel, I guess you’d call it the need to
express yourself."
"This then is probably the only criteria for
your work."
"Yes. I think you do because you have to do it
kind of, and sometimes you don’t have to do it. I can go,
I can be extremely lazy. I mean I like to sit around in
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the sun, read hooks, and swim* I can go a couple of
months without doing a damn thing, and then I start get
ting ugly, and can't talk to people and everything else,
and I know it's time to get hack,
"I was talking ahout criteria for things0 You
got me t o •thinking yesterday after S— — had heen in here
and talked about that box, and you came in and talked
about it. I was wondering if - how do you know what's
good, or don't you? Do you just do what you have to do,
and is that good? Or, how do you - I mean one person
comes in and says that these things are fighting with
each other, and X think, well yes they are, and then you
come in and say maybe that's good, and what do you do?
Do you just do what you kind of do, or do you try - I mean I do kind of have a personal criteria for work. I
get working on something and things seem to either be
good or not be good, and I deal with them accordingly.
But is there any kind of direction, specific direction
in this kind of thing? I don't know.11
"I think probably not.
ably was."

At one time there prob

"Like everything's busted wide open now."
"Art was fulfilling a need. I'm not even sure
today that what's being done can be classified as art.
It's the work of an individual. He's doing it either
primarily because he wants to, has to, a physical need,
and if it's art at some point this degree will be con
firmed upon the work, and it will be so entered as art
at that point."
"But by whom, this is what interests me. Mho
can say any more? Maybe anybody can be an artist."
"I think that's quite possible."
"That's kind of frightening in a way though,
don't you feel kind of minimized somehow?"
"lot really, I think it might make you aware of

I
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where you are, and maybe why you’re doing what you’re
doing."
"What I want to try to decide is, is it okay for
me to just do things, or should I aim myself, or should I
do what comes?"
"Well, I suspect you’re doing things and they’re
pleasing to you, but at the same time I suspect that
you’re also trying to get somebody to look at what you’ve
done and say, yes I see, or I believe, or I know - some
form of communication with someone else about almost any
thing."
"Primarily, it’s, this is kind of frightening
though, because if it’s done effectively, what your work
does is it shows the inside of you, and it shows it prob
ably to a greater depth than your normal relationships
with people, and that’s kind of frightening.11
"This can be very frightening."
"Sometimes, I don’t even know what I ’ve present
ed until somebody else sees it, because I guess I ’m too
close to it. But I mean some people see some pretty bad,
some pretty frightening things in my work. I ’m beginning
to wonder if I want?-people to see this much of me or not."

Figure No. 1
Alien Effigy Pot

Figure No. 2
Anemone Vase

Figure No. 3
Visceral Bowl

Figure No. 4
Visceral Bowl 2nd View
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Figure No. 5
Head Pot

Figure No. 6
Bowl with Growth
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Figure No. 7
Death Head Pot

Figure No. 8
Hippy Pot

Figure No. 9
Vomiting Head
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Figure No, 10
Monument No. 1

Figure No. 11
Laughing Plate
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Figure No. 12
Laughing Plate Detail

